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Abstract: The global production landscape exhibits a substantial need for efficient and clean energy.
Enhancing and advancing energy storage systems are a crucial avenue to optimize energy utilization
and mitigate costs. Lithium batteries are the most effective and impressive energy utilization system
at present, with good safety, high energy density, excellent cycle performance, and other advantages,
occupying most of the market. However, due to the defects in the electrode material of the battery
itself, the electrode will undergo the process of expansion, stress evolution, and electrode damage
during electro-chemical cycling, which will degrade battery performance. Therefore, the detection
of property changes in the electrode during electro-chemical cycling, such as the evolution of stress
and the modulus change, are useful for preventing the degradation of lithium-ion batteries. This
review presents a current overview of measurement systems applied to the performance detection of
batteries’ electrodes, including the multi-beam optical stress sensor (MOSS) measurement system,
the digital image correlation (DIC) measurement system, and the bending curvature measurement
system (BCMS), which aims to highlight the measurement principles and advantages of the different
systems, summarizes a part of the research methods by using each system, and discusses an effective
way to improve the battery performance.

Keywords: multi-beam optical stress sensor; digital image correlation; bending curvature measurement
system; lithium-ion batteries; measurement configurations; applications

1. Introduction

The global economy’s rapid growth has sharply increased the demand for clean and
sustainable energy, positioning advanced energy storage systems as a pivotal strategy for
sustainable development [1–5]. An excellent energy storage system should possess high
energy density, superior energy conversion efficiency, and tolerance to a wide range of
operation conditions [6–10]. Lithium batteries are generally composed of a cathode, liquid
electrolytes, and an anode. They make a significant impact in the traditional energy storage
system [11–13]. Meanwhile, as an excellent energy storage system, lithium batteries have
been widely used in multiple areas, such as energy storage devices in aerospace systems
and electric vehicles, etc.

Although lithium-ion batteries have advanced significantly in recent decades, further
enhancements are required to fulfill increasing demands. For example, the over-charge and
over-discharge of the batteries, the unbalanced charging problem, the impact of ambient
temperature on battery life, and the mechanisms of stress effects, etc. The performance
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degradation of the batteries is influenced by various complex factors, including the work-
ing conditions, the cell design, and the working environment [14]. Usually, these factors
combine to contribute to the degradation of the battery’s capacity, lifetime, and perfor-
mance [15–18]. Therefore, in the process of improving the lithium-ion battery performance,
researchers proposed different types of battery models with different test environments,
which are used to improve the efficiency of performance monitoring and data collection
during the lithium battery cycling process [19,20].

Moreover, stress significantly impacts lithium batteries’ capacity and durability, a
subject of extensive discussion. We have a deep understanding of electro-chemically
induced-stress and its influence mechanism on the electrode, which is vital for the develop-
ment of next-generation lithium batteries. The multi-beam optical stress sensor (MOSS)
measurement system is a typical system for measuring the stress evolution of electrode
materials. Utilizing the Stoney equation, the MOSS system measures stress changes in bat-
tery electrodes by tracking curvature and thickness variations throughout electro-chemical
cycles [21,22]. Sethuraman et al. used the MOSS system to monitor the diffusion-induced
stress of the composite silicon electrodes and suggested that plasticity of the electrode can
induce irreversible shape changes in the particles [23]. Li et al. proposed a novel method
to measure the wafer warpage origination and evolution of multi-layered polyimide/Cu
composite film in situ using the MOSS measurement system [24]. As an important negative
active material for batteries, the composite graphite electrode is widely used because of
its considerable first coulomb efficiency, reversible capacity, and excellent cycle stability.
The digital image correlation (DIC) measurement system is more suitable for deformation
observation and data acquisition of the electrode at large magnifications during electro-
chemical cycling [25–27], which uses a camera and zoom lens to capture the fluorescence
speckle patterns on the surface of the electrode excited by laser. The light reflected by
fluorescence is captured by the camera, and forms a fluorescence spot pattern. Through
the obtained pattern, displacement and deformation of the electrode can be calculated.
Jones et al. studied the electrode mechanics of composite graphite electrode, and demon-
strated the strain evolution with the capacity [28]. Chen et al. examined the relationship
between capacity and mechanical deformation state during the electro-chemical cycling
by using the DIC measurement system [29]. Wang et al. proposed the strain and stress
information about the free-stranding MWCNTs/V2O2 composite electrode by combining
the DIC measurement system and electro-chemical-mechanical constitutive equations,
which showed that the strain is tensile and the stress is compressive. However, the typ-
ical composite electrodes in commercial lithium-ion batteries have a relatively complex
porous structure. It usually consists of the current collector, active particles, polymeric
binders and so on. Thus, it is difficult to measure the mechanical response and stress evolu-
tion in real time during the electro-chemical cycles. The bending curvature measurement
system (BCMS) is an effective way to measure the deformation change in the composite
electrode during electro-chemical cycling. Combined with the mathematical model and
the established cantilever beam-bending configuration, the performance parameters of
the composite electrode, such as the induced stress and modulus can be obtained [30,31].
Xie et al. combined the stress models and in situ deformation measurements to calculate
the stress in the electrodes, which showed that the silicon and carbon materials exhibit
softening or stiffening during the cycling [32]. All these measurement systems are classic
means for measuring the performance of batteries and provide effective data references
for the study of electrode degradation to design better lithium batteries. Apart from the
three typical real-time measurement methods, there are many other material-characterized
methods to achieve the same purpose, such as the peeling test [33–35], scratch [36–40],
in situ scanning electron microscope (SEM) [41–46], in situ optical microscopy [47–50], in
situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) [51–55], and in situ transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) [56–62]. The characteristic length scale, advantages, and disadvantages of various in
situ characterization tools for battery electrodes are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparative summary of in situ characterization tools for battery electrode analysis.

Characterization Tool Characteristic Length Scale Pros Cons

Multi-beam optical stress
sensor (MOSS) Nanometers to micrometers Non-contact, high precision Sensitive to

disturbances, expensive

Digital image
correlation (DIC) Micrometers to millimeters High-resolution

deformation measurement
Requires high-quality imaging

and complex processing

Bending curvature
measurement system (BCMS) Micrometers to centimeters Simple operation, applicable

in diverse scenarios

Slightly lower accuracy,
indirect method for

mechanical properties

Scanning electron
microscope (SEM) Nanometers to micrometers High-resolution imaging

Vacuum operation, may alter
native state, not for
real-time analysis

Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) Nanometers

High spatial resolution,
measures nanoscale

mechanical properties

Limited sample area, slow,
requires careful operation

Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) Atomic to nanometers

Highest spatial resolution,
comprehensive

material characterization

Complex sample prep,
vacuum operation, limited
field of view, not for in situ
mechanical measurements

This article introduces and overviews three cell measurement systems: the multi-beam
optical stress sensor (MOSS), digital image correlation (DIC), and the bending curvature
measurement system (BCMS). Their collective summary in one paper stems from their
complementary capabilities in assessing the electro-chemo-mechanical behaviors of battery
electrodes. Each method provides unique insights into different aspects of electrode
behavior under operational conditions, contributing to a holistic understanding of electrode
performance and degradation mechanisms. Not only are the equipment configuration and
the test principles of each measurement system presented, but the measurement details of
the different systems are also introduced and discussed from the traditional performance
indicators as induced stress, expansion strain, and modulus to the novel research targets.
By summarizing the similarities and differences of the three systems in the process of
lithium battery performance testing, we discuss the effective ways to improve the cycle life
and performance of lithium batteries and promote the development of the lithium battery
industry, which has certain reference value.

2. Multi-Beam Optical Stress Sensor (MOSS)
2.1. Experimental Device and Mathematical Model
2.1.1. The Experimental Device and Basic Theory of the MOSS

The MOSS has been proven to be an effective way to measure the coupling electro-
mechanical properties of the electrode for lithium batteries [63]. Inside the electro-chemical
cell, the Si film is the working electrode, and the Li metal is used as the counter and reference
electrode, as shown in Figure 1. Meanwhile, the basic principle of this measurement system
can be summarized as the variation in the laser beam spot spacing collected by the charge
coupled device (CCD) camera during electro-chemical cycling, which is substituted into a
mathematical model to obtain the corresponding signals of the electrode. Due to the large
volume expansion of silicon electrodes during charge/discharge cycling, most researchers
have used the MOSS to study silicon electrodes. Actually, the MOSS can also be applied to
other materials such as graphite, LiCoO2, and so on.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the multi-beam optical stress sensor (MOSS) [54].

2.1.2. Mathematical Model for the MOSS

By monitoring the curvature changes in the substrate, the stress in the Si thin-film
electrode can be measured [21,22]. The Stoney equation can be used to combine the biaxial
film stress (σ) and the curvature change (∆κ),

σ = σr +
Esh2

s ∆κ

6h f (1 − υs)
(1)

where Es and υs are the material parameters, while hs and hf are the structural parameters,
respectively [64]. Based on detection of the height and volume changes [65], the film
thickness during the lithiation/delithiation process can be assumed to be linear with SOC,

h f = h0
f (1 + 2.7z) (2)

where h f
0 is the initial film thickness and z represents the SOC. The MOS technique employs

an array of laser beams aligned in parallel, which are reflected from the surface of the
sample and recorded by a camera, which is shown in Figure 1. The relationship between the
change in spacing between the points of light and the curvature of the wafer is as follows:

κ =
(d − d0)

d0
1

Am
(3)

where d is the distance between two adjacent laser spots on the camera and Am is the
mirror constant. By assuming the volumetric strain of the film is proportional to z, the
compositional strain ε* can be given by [66]:

ε∗ = (1 + 2.7z)
1
3 − 1 (4)

During the delithiation–relithiation perturbation at each SOC, the stress change, ∆σ, is
obtained from the substrate-curvature change, and ∆ε* is obtained from Equation (4), from
which the evolution of the biaxial modulus with z can be inferred.
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2.2. Stress and the Biaxial Modulus in the Lithium-Ion Battery
2.2.1. Potential Stress of Battery Electrode

Based on the MOSS measurement system, the curvature changes in the substrate can
be obtained by observing the changes in spot spacing of the wafer. Simultaneously, the
model enables derivation of stresses generated at the working electrode [67,68]. Figure 2a,b
shows the cell potential and the stress evolution of the silicon thin-film electrode in the
electro-chemical cycles. In the condition of C/4 rate, the lithium concentration and the
stress are assumed to be uniform in the thickness direction. Obviously, lithiation can induce
the in-plane expansion of the film, and it is prevented by the substrate. The constraint of
the substrate can cause the electrode to undergo elastic deformation initially, followed by
plastic strain. This results in compressive stress in the electrode. In the delithiation process,
the stress evolution is contrary.
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Figure 2. Potential (a) and stress evolution (b) of the Si thin-film electrode [67]. (c–e) Combined
potential and nominal stress plots of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) carbon films at different charge
rates [67]. (f) Cross section of the battery and (g) the variation in internal pressure [69]. (h) Biaxial
moduli of silicon thin film [66].

The stress induced in the working electrode during electro-chemical cycling has an
obvious impact on the performance of the battery. Reducing the generation of stress can
substantially promote the long cycle life of the battery [70]. The variations in capacity
and nominal stress measured by the MOSS measurement system at the different rates
shown in Figure 2c–e. During film growth and thermal expansion, the CVD carbon film
undergoes initial tensile residual stress (0.9 GPa). Due to the irreversibility of the stresses
during the initial cycles, the data reported above are from the following cycles, in which
reversible stresses can be observed. Obviously, during the galvanostatic cycling, lithiation
will induce compression and delithiation will induce tension. It can be concluded that the
electrodes at three different rates can have the same maximum compressive stress in the
same SOC. Therefore, the CVD carbon electrode can sustain high-rate cycling with minimal
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degradation. Meanwhile, the compressive stresses observed in the carbon electrode are
significantly lower than that of the amorphous Si thin films, which means that the damage
to the electrodes during electro-chemical cycling can be reduced. The long cycle life of the
battery is substantially increased.

2.2.2. Internal Pressure for Spirally Wound Battery

Based on the electrode induced stresses obtained from the MOSS measurement system,
the pressure exerted by electrodes on the battery casing was investigated [69]. The radial
displacement, u, and radial stress, σr, can be expressed as,

u =
1 + υ

1 − υ

ε∗

r

r∫
ri

rdr + C1r +
C2

r
(5)

σr = − E
1 − υ

ε∗

r2

r∫
ri

rdr +
E

1 + υ
(

C1

1 − 2υ
− C2

r2 ) (6)

where E and υ are material parameters. C1 and C2 are the constant values, ri is the structure
parameter, and ε* is the eigen strain during the lithiation.

The lithium concentration is assumed to be uniform, and the eigen strain in the
electrode can be obtained as,

ε∗ = σ(1 − υ)/E (7)

Equations (5) and (6) can be extended to each layer of Figure 2f, and

σL
r = σL+1

r (8)

uL = uL+1 (9)

The cross section of the battery is represented in Figure 2f, and the spirals are approx-
imated by concentric circles. This is reasonable because the thickness of any individual
layer is relatively small. The internal pressure of the battery casing varies with capacity, as
shown in Figure 2g. It varies continuously with capacity and increases to a peak value (ca.
1 MPa) at the end of charging. The discharge process reverses this. The pressure evolution
during the second charge process is lower than the first cycle, from which it can be assumed
that the peak pressure in the following cycles will be smaller.

2.2.3. The Biaxial Module of the Silicon Thin-Film Electrode

The result of biaxial moduli of the Si electrode was investigated by using the MOSS,
which involved the SOC changes in the anode through electro-chemical cycling, as shown
in Figure 2h [66]. The experiments show that the biaxial modulus decreases significantly
with an increase in the capacity and the DFT calculation is greatly consistent with the
experimental measurement results, which shows that the elastic constants of amorphous
Li–Si are well expressed by a simple mixture rule.

This suggests that the method could also be applied to estimate other important
mechanical properties, such as ductility and fracture toughness, which are crucial for the
realistic modeling and predicting the cycle life of the battery. This means that the same
approach could be extended to study and understand the mechanical properties of different
electrode materials used in lithium-ion batteries, broadening its potential applications in
battery modeling development.

2.3. Applications of the Moss Measurement System in Battery Materials
2.3.1. Phase Transformation in Si Wafer

Si is a potential material for increasing the performance of lithium batteries. Under-
standing the stress evolution and mechanical damage of electro-chemical cycles is critical.
In previous works, the adverse effect on the electrodes due to the phase transformation
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of the Si wafers was investigated. However, detailed information is still lacking. Based
on the MOSS, Chon et al. proposed the quantitative relationship between stresses and
silicon phase transformation [71]. Crystalline Si (c-Si) and amorphous LixSi (a-LixSi) have
a distinct phase boundary. A TEM image reveals that the phase transition takes place in
a very narrow region. As depicted in Figure 3a,b, the potential reaches a plateau during
lithiation, which indicates that the phase boundary is moving. Since the film thickness
here is given by (1 + 2.7z), which increases linearly with charge process, the near-linear
changes in σh imply that the biaxial stress in the amorphous layer is approximately constant.
During lithiation, the stress in the amorphized layer is compressive and rapidly becomes
tensile in the delithiation process. The film shows a sudden drop in stress; this is because
of the plastic deformation and the fragmentation of the amorphous layer. Moreover, the
measurement reported here provides valuable data to build mechanical models to predict
damage in the silicon-based anodes.
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Figure 3. Evolution of cell potential (dashed line), “stress thickness σh” (a), and pure stress (b) with
time in the amorphized layer [72]. An illustration (cross-section view) of the ABAQUS simulation
to calculate the fracture energy. (c) A predefined field (equal biaxial compression) is prescribed in
the film to represent the stress due to sputtering, lithiation, and “relaxation”. (d) A displacement is
applied to the right edge of the film and substrate to represent the bending-induced strain prior to
fracture. (e) A channel crack is introduced into the film. A predefined field is prescribed in the film
to represent the stress [73]. (f) Fracture energy as a function of lithium concentration [73]. (g) The
estimations of oxygen vacancies.
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2.3.2. Fracture Energy of the Si Electrode

Lithium batteries undergo volume expansion and contraction during electro-chemical
cycling. The most important strategy to improve battery life and performance is to avoid
the fracture of the electrode. The MOSS measurement system can supply the stress and
moduli for the measurement of the fracture energy by using the bending test [73]. The strain
in the substrate can be obtained by performing a bending test of the working electrode
after electro-chemical cycling. Meanwhile, the facture condition of the electrode surfaces
can be investigated by transferring to a focused ion beam chamber.

However, the fracture toughness of the electrode cannot be obtained by the critical
strain of the substrate. The conventional methods of calculating fracture energy are not
suitable for the plastic substrate. Here, an improved model was proposed by performing
finite element analyses [73]. The geometry of the simulation is shown in Figure 3c–e,
where the steady-state energy release rate is related to the change in internal energy upon
introducing the crack. The energy available for fracture of the film can be given as:

G =
2(Uno−crack − Ucrack)

h f
(10)

where hf is the thickness of the film and U is the energy of the system. The factor of two in
Equation (10) is introduced; this is because only half of the model was simulated. Following
standard practice, the pre-factor Z is then calculated using

G =
Zσ2

f h f

E f
(11)

where σf is the critical total stress in the film to cause cracking and E f = E f /(1 − v2
f ) is the

plane-strain modulus of the film, where vf is Poisson’s ratio of the film.
Combining Equations (10) and (11) yields:

Z =
2E f (Uno−crack − Ucrack)

σ2
f h2

f
(12)

Assuming the substrate to be elastic, this method was verified in ABAQUS [73]. The
fracture energy of the pure silicon film is Ѓ = 12.0 ± 3.0 Jm−2, as shown in Figure 3f. The
lithiated and pure silicon have almost the similar fracture energy, which is consistent with
the results of the brittle fracture morphologies in the bending experiments. The results can
help design high-capacity batteries without crack formation.

2.3.3. Oxygen Vacancy Measurement by MOSS

Layered lithium transition metal oxides are promising cathode materials for lithium
batteries, due to their high energy density [74]. However, during electro-chemical cycling,
these materials will suffer from structural changes that lead to substantial voltage fade, and
the irreversible stress during delithiation is likely due to oxygen loss. Leah et al. proposed
a method to track the irreversible changes in the Li1.2Mn0.55Ni0.125Co0.125O2 (LR-NMC)
cathodes, based on the stress obtained by the MOSS measurement system. The stress
measurement and DFT-predicted chemical strain of oxygen vacancies were compared to
confirm that the loss of oxygen can induce compression in the electrode. It is assumed that
during the activation process, oxygen and lithium are removed in a 1:2 ratio, such that

ε∗ = σ(1 − υ)/E (13)

δcap =
xLi
2

(14)

where δcap is oxygen capacity and xLi is lithium vacancy concentration.
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The non-stoichiometry upper limit value of the oxygen can be given by this method,
while the lithium removed along the plateau is accompanied by oxygen loss.

Using the strain per δ, which can be obtained by the chemical expansion coefficient
tensor, and the strain, the oxygen vacancy concentration can be given as:

δstrain = ε/αC (15)

By using the chemical expansion coefficient tensor, the average strain-predicted va-
cancy concentration can be obtained, and the upper limit of the strain-prediction values of
the oxygen vacancy concentration is also calculated.

The estimations of oxygen vacancies can be obtained based on the measured stress, as
illustrated in Figure 3g. Obviously, most of the strain-derived values are smaller than the
estimated values, suggesting that the method of assuming all Li removal is accompanied
by oxygen loss provides an upper bound on oxygen loss.

This result can be explained by several factors. Firstly, the actual oxygen loss is less
than the assumed; secondly, the additional loss of lithium is likely causing a decrease
in volume; thirdly, the relaxation of the edges along the crack faces in these films tends
to reduce the stresses. Other possible factors include the participation of oxygen in the
redox reactions [75], the impact of non-dilute vacancies, or a lower elastic modulus in
the delithiated state. Meanwhile, the measurements of oxygen loss on particles are less
sensitive compared to the thin films [76]. Table 2 illustrates the value of stress, modulus,
and strain in different materials through the MOSS.

Table 2. Measuring the stress, modulus, and strain that form during electro-chemical process of the
various electrode materials for Li-ion batteries with the MOSS.

Material
Parameter

Ref.
Stress (GPa) Modulus (GPa) Strain (%)

Si 1.75 113 1.35 [67,73]
Li0.32Si 70 [66]
Li0.47Si 0.8 58.5 1.75 [73]
Li1.4Si 0.54 49.6 1.85 [73]
Li2.34Si 0.46 42.9 1.91 [73]
Li3.0Si 35 [66]
Li3.5Si 0.5 [72]

Graphite 0.25 [70]
Li1.2Ni0.15Mn0.55Co0.1O2 0.006 [69]

Battery casing
(cylindrical spirally

wound configuration)
0.001 [69]

3. Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
3.1. Experimental Device and Mathematical Model

The DIC system employs a camera equipped with a zoom lens to record fluorescence
speckle patterns from the electrode’s surface, which are illuminated by laser light through-
out the battery’s electro-chemical cycling [9,28]. High magnification reveals natural spot
patterns in composite graphite electrodes ideal for DIC analysis. However, variations in
lithium content during cycling alter the color of graphite, causing transformations in the
appearance, size, and shape of these spots due to particle deformation and movement.
These changes have led to poorly correlated speckle patterns, as shown in Figure 4a [29].
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Figure 4. (a) Complete imaging device with battery, which consists of a 532 nm laser, reflected laser
light, shutter blocks, and so on [29]. (b) SEM micrograph of a composite graphite electrode, where
carbon black can be seen in red while the silica nano-particles are in blue [29]. (c) Schematic diagram
of the DIC device for measuring strain. Here, graphite is the negative electrode material, and Li metal
is the cathode electrode material.

To enhance visibility, fluorescent particles are added to the electrode surface, which,
when observed under SEM, display carbon black and fluorescent silica in red and blue,
respectively (Figure 4b). Fluorescence spot patterns, thus, allow for the deduction of lithium-
ion content variations, facilitating the calculation of displacement and deformation [29].
By using code to process the image, the actual displacement can be calculated through
code and formulas, and strains are calculated by interpolating displacements using finite
element shape functions.

3.2. Strain of the Graphite Electrodes

The evolution of principal strain in the x–y plane at 30%, 70%, and 100% SOC at
different numbers of cycles was investigated [77]. The principal strain seemed to change
little in the 1st cycle. However, as the number of cycles increased, the change in principal
strain rapidly increased. By the 25th charging cycle, it was found that the strain on the
battery’s top right side exceeded that on the opposite side. This phenomenon is obvious
in Figure 5a, where the maximum major strain on the right side of the battery is greater
than 0.35%, and the major strain on the upper-right side of the battery is the maximum.
Li et al. clearly illustrated the process of ions penetrating the entire SE [78]. Under the
action of external voltage, the stress caused by diffusion compresses the SE lattice through
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lithium-ion migration, causing deformation of the enclosed areas A1, A2 and A3 (Figure 5b).
This result indicates that the permeation of lithium ions can be hindered, resulting in a
charge in the penetration direction. The current density and inhomogeneity determine the
penetration direction. Regions with strong local current density result in greater diffusion-
induced stress. In addition, mechanical inhomogeneity changes the penetration path to
a certain extent, forcing ions to bypass and seek paths with lower mechanical resistance.
As cycles increase, residual strain within the working electrode rises, leading to a decrease
in battery capacity (Figure 5c,d). For the graphite electrode specimens, the larger the
strain difference, the greater the corresponding discharge capacity difference. For the
narrower strain difference found in CNT-based electrodes, the discharge capacity curve is
closer. The strain difference of the CNT shell is small, and the total strain amplitude is low,
which can be attributed to the high stiffness of the CNT composite film Among these two
types of electrodes, the discharge capacity loss rate of the foil substrate sample is higher
after more than 8 cycles [29]. Figure 5e shows the average concentration, c, and average
strain, ε, at different times during the lithium insertion and lithium removal processes. The
experimental results indicate that, during the lithiation process, the concentration and plane
strain both increase nonlinearly, with the former increasing rapidly and then slowly, while
the latter initially increases slowly and then rapidly. The correlation between concentration
and in-plane strain evolution indicates that a high strain always corresponds to a high
concentration, although the two were not always linearly correlated and accompanied
by segmentation features. Therefore, experimental analysis inferred that high in-plane
strain suppressed diffusion and lithiation. The experimental data clearly indicated that the
evolution of in-plane strain with concentration was not completely linear (Figure 5e).

To distinguish these factors at different rates of irreversible strain, a graph was drawn
showing the relationship between cumulative irreversible strain and the number of cycles,
as shown in Figure 5f. If the dominant force on the irreversible deformation is the dissolu-
tion of iron metal from the NaFePO4 structure, negative irreversible strain is expected to
be observed with increasing cycles. Another factor that leads to irreversible deformation
may be the formation of vacancies in the electrode crystal structure. Figure 5g proved that
large deformation occurs only in the first cycle of the sodium iron phosphate cathode at all
scanning rates. In addition, a mathematical model based on continuous media was used
to predict the growth rate of solid electrolyte interface layers with time square roots [79].
The strain rates related to capacity are related to the generation of mismatch strains in
the electrode. Here, the transfer model only simulates a rate-induced concentration gra-
dient in solid solution, as shown in Figure 5g. This model predicts that the concentration
gradient of sodium near the electrode surface will be higher, which will lead to a greater
mismatch strain. It should be noted that a large concentration gradient can hinder the
volume mismatch between two independent phases in the electrode [79].

The process of cross-sectional changes was monitored using in situ SEM technology,
and the initial thickness of the graphite-based electrode was 100 µm, as shown in Figure 5h.
During the lithiation of the first cycle, electrode expansion and increased thickness were
discovered. In the second cycle, the thickness of the expanded electrode was between
117.7 µm and 109.1 µm. This means that the expansion deformation of the electrode is
completely restored. Through DIC analysis, the changes in average electrode thickness and
voltage over time during the two cycles were obtained on the strain values of the x and z
directions during the second cycle; the evolution curves of the maximum strain, minimum
strain, and averaged strain over time in the calculation region are shown in the Figure 5h.
Expansion strain occurred simultaneously in both directions. According to the quantitative
description of the average strain, the macroscopic deformation of the electrode exhibited
anisotropic characteristics [80].
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Figure 5. (a) The evolution of principal strain in the lithium-ion cell at different SOCs with different
cycle numbers (1th, 25th, 50th) [81]. (b) Lithiation process with variable current densities. The
in-plane maximum Principal strain distributions at the SOC of (A1) 5% with the current density of
0.025 mA cm−2, (A2) 31% with the current density of 0.075 mA cm−2 and (A3) 67% with the current
density of 0.125 mA cm−2 [78]. (c,d) Normalized discharge capacity and corresponding strain for a
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graphite electrode and CNT-based electrode [29]. (e,f) The connection between the strain and
concentration of the graphite electrode at different times and cycles [77]. (g) Cumulative irreversible
strains in the composite NFP electrode cycled at different rates [79]. (h) Na concentration and misfit
strains in electrode particle at five different scan rates [80].

3.3. Lithium-Ion Concentration and Stress

Figure 6a illustrates the potential evolution and associated color changes in the
graphite electrode during its first cycle, revealing a clear correlation with the strain field [82].
To explore the intricate interplay between concentration and strain, Figure 6b shows Exx
and Eyy, the diffusion path, along the intercalation time of 6.4 h (y = 0). These results
underscore a consistent alignment in the distributions of strain and concentration. Radially
progressing outward from the electrode’s center, a gradual initial increase followed by a
rapid ascent and eventual stabilization of values were observed. These findings provide
fundamental experimental insights for a nuanced exploration of the impact of deformation
on electro-chemical processes within the electrode, laying the groundwork for subsequent
in-depth analyses.
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Figure 6. (a) Potential and color evolution of a graphite electrode during the first cycle. There is
an obvious potential platform below 0.2 V, which corresponds to the formation of the phase and
the change of color [82]. (b) Distribution of concentration and strain along diffusion direction at
t = 6.4 h [82]. (c) Distributions of Li+ concentration, strain, and stress of the graphite electrode at
75% and 100% lithiation. (d) Dynamic change in average in-plane normal stresses, σxx and σyy, as
a function of test time [83]. (e) Chemical and mechanical effects on the stress variation in SiO@C
composite electrodes [84].
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Figure 6c presents the lithium concentration, strain, and electro-chemical stress within
the graphite electrode. The Li+ concentration positively correlates with tensile strain due
to the electrode material’s expansion and compression caused by strain mismatch [85,86].
Those responses all exhibit an incremental trend as the electro-chemical process unfolds [87].
Notably, the rate of increase is more pronounced in the interior compared to the exterior. It
can be concluded that the mechanical response can affect the diffusion (Figure 6d) [87,88].

Mao et al. also address the average normal stresses, σxx and σyy, as illustrated in
Figure 6e [83]. The variations in σxx and σyy are complex, and are attributed to the series of
phase transitions of LiXV2O5 and side reactions [89]. Chemically induced stress increases
during the discharge phase and decreases upon charging [90,91]. This phenomenon is
attributed to the build-up of residual lithium ions throughout cycling, signifying the am-
plified peak stresses [30,92]. A comprehensive understanding of the chemical-mechanical
coupling mechanism inherent in the SiO@C composite electrode was sought [84]. The
average in-plane stress provoked by both mechanical and chemical factors is meticulously
calculated and analyzed. Table 3 illustrates the value of stress, strain, and modulus in
different composite electrodes through DIC.

Table 3. Measuring the stress, modulus, and strain that form during electro-chemical processes of the
various electrode materials for Li-ion batteries with the DIC.

Material Battery State
Parameter

Ref.
Stress (GPa) Strain (%) Modulus (GPa)

Composite graphite electrodes
1 cycle Cu 0.253 0.35 16.7

[81]
55 cycle Cu 0.22 0.27 10.6

SiO@C composite electrodes Lithiation phase
100% SOC −0.01189 3.00 0.12 [84]

Graphite electrode
75% lithiation −0.529 0.178 0.244

[85]
100% lithiation −7.08 0.203 0.272

V2O5 100% SOC 0.0282 1.3 0.61858 [83]

4. Bending Curvature Measurement System (BCMS)
4.1. Experimental Device and Mathematical Model

Quantitative measurement in situ of the electrode properties and induced stress in
the composite electrodes is difficult. The bending curvature measurement system (BCMS)
method is an effective way to analyze the bending deformation, electrode properties, and
stress evolution of the batteries during electro-chemical cycles. A layered electrode struc-
ture, as shown in Figure 7a, was devoted to investigate the connection between curvature
changes and the cell capacity in the electro-chemical experiments. The observation window
of the experimental setup is transparent quartz glass for easy data collection using a camera.
The working electrode consists of a composite graphite layer and a copper foil layer, and
the reference electrode consists of a lithium metal, while the two electrodes are separated
by a separator. The cell was full of 1 M LiPF6 salt and the experiment was performed in
a high-argon atmosphere. Electro-chemical cycling of the composite graphite electrode
was carried out at low current density and room temperature. Based on the BCMS, the
deformation data and the bending curvature of the electrode can be extracted [93]. Me-
chanical analysis provides the chance to analyze the mechanism of electrode deformation.
A cantilever beam structure consisting of composite electrodes bonded to copper foils is
shown in Figure 7b. Here, h1 and hc are the structure parameters. The composite electrode
swells and shrinks during the lithiation and delithiation process and the bending curvature
of the cantilever beam will become larger or smaller with the restriction of current collector.
Here, the z-axis coincides with the thickness and the x–y plane coincides with the plate [94].
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Figure 7. (a) Schema of the Bending Deformation Measurement System, which is composed of
artificial cells, an image acquisition system and a data analysis system. Computer1 is responsible for
collecting the experimental electrode bending deformation pictures taking by the CCD camera in real
time. Computer2 is mainly used for electrochemical testing of artificial pictures [95]. (b) Structure of
the electrode with an active layer and current collector [96].

Under the small deformation theory, the in-plane normal strain can be written as [94,97]:

ε = ε0 + κz (16)

where ε0 is the in-plane strain at the plane of z = 0 and κ is curvature. Usually, the
composite electrode is made up of active materials, a binder, and a conductive agent.
For simplification, the active layer is assumed to be macroscopically homogeneous and
isotropic. At a comparatively small rate of charge and discharge, we can presume that
the concentration c remains constant along the z-axis as the electrode undergoes electro-
chemical cycling. The equation can be expressed as:

σ1 = E1(c)(ε0 + zκ)− 1
3 E1(c)Ωc

σc = Ec(ε0 + zκ)
(17)

where E1(c) and Ω are the active layer parameters. Presuming the absence of mechan-
ical constraints on the bilayer and the fulfillment of equilibrium in total force, torque
balance requires: ∫ h1

−hc
σxdz = 0

∫ h1

−hc
σxzdz = 0 (18)

Substituting Equation (25) into Equation (26) yields the strain, ε0, and curvature, κ, of
the electrode as:

κ =
Ω

3h3
1

α1

α

∫ h1

0
czdz +

Ω
3h2

1

α2

α

∫ h1

0
cdz =

2α5Ωc
h1α

(19)

ε0 =
Ω

3h2
1

α2

α

∫ h1

0
czdz +

Ω
3h1

α3

α

∫ h1

0
cdz =

α4Ωc
3α

(20)

Here, α–α5 relies on the sample structure and mechanical properties (e.g., electrode
thickness, h1, and copper foil, hc, and elastic moduli of the electrode, E1 and Ec). After
rewriting Equation (19), a quadratic equation is obtained, including the curvature, modulus
ratio RE = Ec/E1, thickness ratio Rh = hc/h1, and lithium concentration, c. This equation
and its solution are given in Equations (21) and (22):

κh1R4
hR2

E + (4κh1Rh + 6κh1R2
h + 4κh1R3

h − 2ΩcRh − 2ΩcR2
h)RE + κh1 = 0 (21)

RE =

(
−(4κh1Rh + 6κh1R2

h + 4κh1R3
h − 2ΩcRh − 2ΩcR2

h)+√
(4κh1Rh + 6κh1R2

h + 4κh1R3
h − 2ΩcRh − 2ΩcR2

h)
2 − 4κ2h1

2R4
h

)
2κh1R4

h
(22)
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To obtain the partial molar volume and modulus, this method can be improved, and
the connection among curvature with material parameters can be expressed as:

R4
hR2

Es − 2Rh(3(Rh + 1)κ−1ε∗ − (2R2
h + 3Rh + 2))REs + 1 = 0 (23)

Owing to electrodes with different thicknesses, the ratio of modulus can be given as:

REs =
p′q′′ − p′′q′ +

√
(p′′q′ − p′q′′)2 − (q′R′′4

h − q′′R′4
h )(q

′ − q′′)

q′R′′4
h − q′′R′4

h
(24)

where:
R′

h = h1
hc

, R′′
h = h2

hc
, p′ = R′

h(2 + 3R′
h + 2R′2

h ), q′ = R′
h
(
1 + R′

h
)
κ−1

p′′ = R′′
h (2 + 3R′′

h + 2R
′′2
h ), q′′ = R′′

h
(
1 + R′′

h
)
κ−1 (25)

A camera was employed to capture the curvature variations in the electrodes of
varying thicknesses, while a micrometer quantified the thickness parameter (h1, h2, and
hc). Utilizing these curvature and thickness values, Equation (24) can be solved to ascertain
the evolution of elastic modulus with respect to SOC. This equation underscores the
interdependence between the electrode curvature and material performance parameters.
The expression for the eigen strain of a composite electrode during electro-chemical cycling
is articulated as follows:

ε∗ =
R

′′4
h p′ − R′4

h p′′

3
(

R′′4
h q′ − R′4

h q′′
) +

(
R′4

h − R
′′4
h

)(
p′q′′ − p′′q′ −

√
(p′′q′ − p′q′′)2 − (q′R′′4

h − q′′R′4
h )(q

′ − q′′)
)

6(q′ − q′′)
(

R′′4
h q′ − R′4

h q′′
) (26)

By combining Equations (24)–(26), the partial molar volume of the composite electrode
can be calculated with

Ωcomposits =
(1 + ε∗)3 − 1

c
(27)

Stress measurements during electro-chemical cycling of the composite electrode can
also be measured by combining Equations (17), (19) and (20). Different from the MOSS
system, the bending curvature measurement system can be used to monitor the connection
between the curvature (k) and the state of charge (SOC) of a thicker active layer in the electro-
chemical experiments and the mechanical properties and stress evolution in composite
electrodes can be analyzed effectively [97].

4.2. Modulus and Stress

Based on the BCMS, a comprehensive analysis of the composite electrodes was con-
ducted to obtain the parameters for the electrode, such as the curvature, modulus, and
induced stress. The voltage and curvature evolution of the silicon composite electrodes
composed of different binders (i.e., SA, Nafion, and PVDF) are shown in Figure 8a,b. Evi-
dently, the curvature in all three electrodes follows a pattern of increase during lithiation
and decrease during delithiation. Notably, the curvature evolution of the composite elec-
trode with a SA binder surpasses that of Nafion, which is the second largest, and PVDF,
the smallest, across the entire capacity range. This observation also highlights that the
initial cycle exhibits relatively minor curvature variation compared to subsequent cycles.
This phenomenon is attributed to the formation of a solid electrolyte interface (SEI), which
consumes a substantial amount of lithium [98]. In the third cycle, the curvature changes
in both the Si/SA and Si/Nafion composites are comparable to those in the second cycle,
owing to identical lithiation capacities [99]. However, in the case of the silicon composite
electrode with a PVDF binder, the curvature alterations in the third cycle are smaller than
those in the second cycle, a result attributed to the formation of cracks.
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Figure 8. Voltage (a) and curvature evolution (b) for the first 3 cycles of the silicon composite
electrodes, and the modulus (c) and stress evolution (d) under the second cycle [98].

Here, the curvature data of the more stable second cycle were extracted for modulus
and stress calculations; the evolution of modulus and induced stress with lithium con-
centration of the silicon composite electrode are shown in Figure 8c,d. It is imperative
to understand that the modulus alteration described herein reflects an average value for
the complete composite electrode, incorporating the coupled impact of both porosity and
volume expansion. Significantly, all composite electrodes, regardless of the binder used,
exhibit a decreasing trend during lithiation, indicative of the softening of silicon particles.
Meanwhile, composite electrodes with different binders show different trends of modulus
decrease, which can be explained with the different elastic moduli and volume fractions
of constituents, porosity, and cracks. The three different composite electrodes here also
perform similar trends and different trends in the stress evolution during electro-chemical
cycling. Each electrode type experiences an increase in compressive stress as lithium con-
centration rises during lithiation, with Si/SA and Si/Nafion electrodes showing a notably
higher increase compared to Si/PVDF electrodes. The observed increase in the magnitude
of compressive stress during lithiation is explained by the fact that a higher lithium con-
centration, as Si takes in more lithium ions, leads to a larger volumetric strain. On the flip
side, the changes in both modulus and compressive stress during the delithiation stage
are diminished, a phenomenon believed to stem from crack formation occurring in the
delithiation process.

Based on the BCMS, the voltage and curvature evolution of the graphite electrode
under different SOCs are shown in Figure 9a,b. Regardless of varying SOC levels, the
curvature alterations in the graphite electrode exhibited consistent trends: a nearly linear
increase during charging and decrease during discharging. By substituting the curvature
changes, thickness parameters, and modulus of the electrode into the mathematical model,
the variations in elastic modulus and induced stress of the graphite composite electrode
during electro-chemical cycling can be analyzed, as expressed in Figure 9c–e. In contrast
to silicon composites, the elastic modulus of graphite electrodes increases gradually at
first and then more rapidly as the SOC rises. Initially, the modulus increases from a
value of 8.9 GPa to 11.9 GPa between a SOC of 0% and a SOC of 27%, with a trend of
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E1 = 8.9 + 9.3 × SOC, then increases from 11.9 GPa to 31.9 GPa when the SOC is 60% with
a trend of E1 = −3.7 + 59.3 × SOC. It can be seen that the speed of growth of the elastic
modulus is related to the value of the SOC and the delithiation process reverses.
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Furthermore, modulus changes significantly influence the overall deformation rate of
the electrode. A changed modulus in the graphite electrode correlates with a deceleration
in the deformation process, leading to a diminishing slope, as depicted in Figure 9b.
Throughout the lithiation phase, stress in both the active layer and the current collector
demonstrates an almost linear escalation relative to capacity, progressing in the direction of
thickness. In general, compressive stress is produced in the active plate near the interface
due to lithiation-induced expansion and restriction by the current collector. While at the
outer layer, the stress undergoes a transition from compressive to tensile. A stress-free layer
is pinpointed at the position h1 = 60 µm within the electrode, arising from the interplay
between diffusion-induced stress and bending stress, as illustrated in Figure 9d. As more
lithium ions migrate into the electrode, the curvature undergoes a pronounced increase,
amplifying the significance of bending and resulting in a convex curvature at the outer layer.
Consequently, compressive stress transitions into tensile stress. In the current collector,
tensile stress is evident, with smaller stress in the outer layer (−9 µm) and larger stress in
the inner layer (0 µm), as shown in Figure 9c. In contrast, the composite graphite layer
experiences concurrent compressive and tensile stress. Notably, these findings align with
the theoretical predictions presented in prior research.

4.3. Partial Molar Volume

Throughout the lithiation process, lithium ions consistently penetrate the composite
electrode, inducing the expansion of the active layer [100]. Curvature evolution of the
graphite electrodes with different thicknesses increases greatly during lithiation as shown
in Figure 10a. The curvature linearly increases as lithium ions continuously infiltrate the
composite electrode, elevating stress within the active layer and causing a progressive
bending of the electrode during lithiation; this process reverses during delithiation. More-
over, thicker active layers exhibit reduced bending deformation compared to their thinner
counterparts. This phenomenon can be attributed to the constraints imposed by the current
collector. Based on the BCMS, the variation in partial molar volume can be determined,
as expressed in Figure 10b. The reported partial molar volumes represent average val-
ues of the composite electrode, rather than the graphite material alone. Throughout the
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lithiation process, the partial molar volume of the active layer exhibits an almost linear
increase against the capacity before a SOC of 28%. Subsequently, the results plateau and
demonstrate a decreasing trend between 28% and 40% SOC. This can be explained by
the in situ XRD analysis, which reveals that graphite undergoes a phase transformation,
corresponding to the plateau observed between Li0.25C6 and Li0.5C6, and the observed
tendency in molar volume change aligns with this phase changing.
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composite graphite electrode corresponding to a SOC in the 2nd cycle [96].

This breakthrough in in situ experimental techniques and theoretical modeling marks
a significant advance in determining composite electrodes’ partial molar volume during
cycling. The computation of modulus and eigen strain involved the concentration, cur-
vature changes, and thickness parameters, and the investigation of modulus ratio and
swelling strain with lithium concentration in graphite composite electrodes during the
second cycle is presented in Figure 10c,d. The elastic modulus ratio of the composite
electrode significantly increases during the second lithiation, and the results show that the
graphite composite electrode hardened remarkably, while the state of charge increased.
Meanwhile, the strain values exhibit a linear increase, reaching 0.007 at a state of charge
(SOC) of 40%, corresponding to a volumetric expansion of 1.9%. It should be known that
this expansion is less pronounced than that observed in pure graphite (10% when fully
lithiated), and can be attributed to the porous microstructure characteristic of commercial
graphite electrodes [101].

Based on the BCMS, the curvature evolution of the silicon electrode can be obtained.
The curvature increases linearly during the lithium intercalation process, and reverses
during the delithiation process, as shown in Figure 11a. Similar to the graphite composite
electrode, in the first three cycles, the maximum curvature shows an increasing trend,
during which the formation of SEI irreversibly consumes a large amount of lithium ions.
Furthermore, the thickness affects the bending curvature of electrodes during the cycle,
as the thicker Si electrode has a greater curvature than the thinner Si electrode during the
same charging stage. Further, the partial molar volume and elastic modulus of the silicon
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electrode were calculated by mathematical model, and are shown in Figure 11b,c. The
partial molar volume increased and decreased during the lithium insertion and removal
processes, respectively. Here, the partial molar volume of the Si composite electrodes is
different from that of Si itself, as the composite electrodes have small pores, conductive
agents, and binders. Meanwhile, the elastic modulus was 100 Mpa in the 17% SOC. By
combining the electrode parameters and mathematical model, the variations in strain and
induce stress with the charging state were derived, as illustrated in Figure 11d,e. During
the lithium insertion process, the volume expansion of the active material is constrained by
the copper foil, resulting in a linear increase in strain. Subsequently, the strain decreases
linearly during the delithiation process. Furthermore, there is an initial presence of tensile
stress, approximately 31 MPa, in the Si composite electrode at the beginning of the second
lithiation, which progressively diminishes throughout the subsequent lithiation stages [102].
The transition from tensile to compressive stress occurs around a normalized capacity of 7%.
During the lithium removal phase, compressive stress decreases, shifting back to tensile
stress at 10% normalized capacity and reaching approximately 2 Mpa. These mechanical
property data and outcomes are valuable for the advancement of battery models.
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Electro-chemical actuators can transform electrical energy into mechanical energy di-
rectly. Based on the BCMS, the controllability of electrode deformation can be realized [96].
Figure 12a–c displays the voltage, measured curvatures, and predicted curvatures for
silicon composite electrodes with varying thickness ratios. Integrating the BCMS’s mathe-
matical model with deformation curvatures from electrodes of two thicknesses allows the
calculation of material parameters, including elastic modulus, partial molar volume, and
stress evolution. Therefore, the curvature changes under different electrode thickness ratios
can be predicted, as shown in Figure 12c. The realization of the deformation controllability
of composite electrodes promotes the application of electro-chemical actuators. Moreover,
the silicon composite electrode-based electrochemical actuator exhibits consistent driving
performance through extensive testing cycles, with bending curvatures maintaining stable
values, as demonstrated in Figure 12d. This excellent phenomenon indicates that the
Si/CNTs composite-based actuator has good durability and working performance, giving
potential for development. Additionally, load testing was conducted, involving a copper
sheet suspended by a separator-made string at the actuator’s end and the electro-chemical
actuator successfully lifted a load equal to its weight, as shown in Figure 12e. This exper-
iment demonstrates that the electro-chemical actuator has an effective loading capacity.
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Table 4 illustrates the values of stress, strain, and modulus in different composite electrodes
through the BCMS.
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Table 4. Measuring the stress, partial molar volume, modulus, and strain that form during electro-
chemical processes of the various electrode materials for Li-ion batteries with the BCMS.

Materials Battery State Stress (GPa) Partial Molar
Volume (10−6)

Strain
(10−3)

Modulus
(GPa) References

Si

17% SOC
(lithiation) −0.0112 8.2 0.11 0.1

[103]
17% SOC

(delithiation) −0.0098 0.5 0.005 0.3

Graphite composite electrodes 40% SOC 1.88 0.007 31.9 [96]

Silicon carbide
composite electrodes

40% SOC
(lithiation) −0.0148 0.618 0.38 [104]

Composite silicon electrode 30% SOC
(lithiation) −0.015 0.18 [30]

5. Conclusions

There are multiple problems that can trigger the degradation of lithium batteries.
Understanding the electrode mechanism and the performance variation in the batteries
during the electro-chemical cycles can allow the effective prediction of the degradation of
the batteries. In this review, we introduce three in situ measurement systems, namely the
multi-beam optical stress sensor (MOSS) measurement system, the digital image correlation
(DIC) measurement system and the bending curvature measurement system (BCMS), in
terms of experimental equipment, measurement mechanism, description of the experi-
mental results, and related research. The radar chart of three different in situ methods
is shown in Figure 13, which gives readers a direct comparison to help choose which in
situ measurement method to use. It can be observed that the BCMS can be applied to any
composite material at a low cost, while the MOSS shows the highest accuracy, and DIC is
even better in the electro-chemical detection section.
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Through an overview of the research on different test systems, we can analyze the
unique characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of the different systems. The MOSS
can be used to measure the distribution of electrode stress without contact, which will
prevent contact damage to the battery, while having high-precision, accurate, and reliable
measurement results. However, the laser source and optical device cannot be disturbed
during the testing, which places a high demand on the measurement environment and
involves expensive test setups. DIC has a unique advantage in using image-acquisition
and image-processing algorithms to monitor the deformation and stress evolution of
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the electrode, especially in the processing of graphite electrodes, and can provide high-
resolution measurement results. However, due to the high-quality image-acquisition and
complex-processing algorithm requirements, the sensitivity of the system-measurement
process is relatively low, and there may be measurement deviation in the recognition of
deformation and strain in local areas. Alternatively, the BCMS can be used to obtain the
curvature value by photographing the deformation of the electrode during electro-chemical
cycles, and the corresponding composite material parameters can be calculated with the
help of the model. Although the measurement accuracy is slightly lower than that of the
other two systems, the calculation process is simpler, easier to operate, and applicable in
more scenarios than the other two systems, which grants more application prospects. This
review summarizes three mainstream systems in battery performance testing, which has
great guiding value for improving battery performance and creating the next generation of
lithium batteries.
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